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Goodbye My Summer Girl.

Words by
Schuyler Greene.

Music by
Ora Preston Bush.

Moderato.

[Music notation]

Summer time is bidding all the world goodbye,
Gold(en)rod is blooming heath an autumn sky,
Flow(ers) droop their heads and seem to softly sigh, Each
Summer seems to linger while we say goodbye, The
fading leaf is wet with tears of early morning dew,
winds are sighing in the trees that hug the shady lane,

For the flowers will miss the summer just as I'll miss you.
Falling leaves are rustling just to hide our parting pain.

Refrain.
Goodbye my summer girl,

Farewell to you,
Eyes of brown are
calling me, From eyes of blue,

Don't you grieve or worry dear, I will be true,
When summer time returns again I'll come back to you.

Goodbye My Summer Girl.